
The UOC Grants Selection and Evaluation Committee have selected the following candidates:

BENEITEZ DE DIOS, IMMA
BOGDANOV IVANOV, ROSEN
CALVET LIÑÁN, LAURA*
CASAS ROMA, JOAN
HABERER, ANNE MARIA BABETTE
KARAKAS, ÖZNUR
MONCUNILL PIÑAS, MARIONA
PAVON BELIZON, MANUEL*
PIRES DE SÁ, FERNANDA
VIÑAS BARDOLET, CLARA

Also, the following candidates have been designated as substitutes:

ARIAL MELIÀ, POL
BELSUNCES GONCALVES, ANDREU
BLANCHÉ TARRAGÓ, DANIEL
CARRUBA, LUCCA
DAKANAY NAREDO, NIKOS LEXIS
DEL TREDICI, MARCO
DUARTE LÓPEZ, PATRICIA LORENA
FORNS NADAL, MIREIA
KARAIVANOV, ISPERIHI
LERGA FELIP, MAURA
NIJSSEN, DOMINIQUE RAFAEL

The UOC Grants Selection and Evaluation Committee have selected the following candidates:

NUÑEZ ORTIZ, GERMÁN
QUINTERO ARAUJO, CARLOS
SÁNCHEZ ABRIL, DANIEL


The UOC Grants Selection and Evaluation Committee have selected the following candidates:

GÓMEZ DEL REY, PILAR
KRULL, GREIG

The beneficiary must formally accept the grant by means of a standardised document and submission of the corresponding documents within a maximum of 30 days of the ruling.

Barcelona, September 29th, 2014.

Marta Aymerich
Vice President for Strategic Planning and Research

*Admission conditioned to hold the Master’s degree before the beginning of the academic year 2014-2015.*